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The 35mm film goes under the shiny small rollers and over the small brown rollers on the frame spacing control roller. This is how the camera knows that the ... 
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FLEXARET AUTOMAT VI



The Flexaret twin lens reflex cameras are a product of the Czechoslovakian company Meopta (manufacturers of enlarging equipment). The Flexaret Automat VI was in production from 1961-1967. This camera is a multiformat camera, 6x6 and 35 mm.



The picture shows the 35 mm insert, 35mm film cartridge adapters and take up spool required to accommodate 35mm film. The insert goes into the film chamber.



The 35mm film goes under the shiny small rollers and over the small brown rollers on the frame spacing control roller. This is how the camera knows that the spacing needs to be for 35mm film vs. 120 film. If the camera shutter is cocked without film in the camera, the film counter reset lever needs to be held down while rotating the frame spacing control roller until a number 1 – 12 shows in the frame counter window, then the shutter button can be pressed. When the end of the 35mm cartridge is reached, the center button of the film wind knob is depressed (and held) while the film spool knob on the lower left of the camera is turned clockwise to rewind the film back into the 35mm cartridge.



When the 35mm film insert is installed, the number 35 shows in a window at the back of the camera to indicate 35mm film is installed. The number 60 shows when 120 film is used.



When the camera is loaded with 35mm film, you need to rotate the frame counter reset knob behind the frame counter ¼ turn after every 10th picture. Rotating the reset knob causes the frame counter to return to 1. Otherwise, the counter will go to frame 11, 12 and then red dots with no frame spacing control. In other words, you will not get all of the pictures on your roll of 35mm film, the film will wind all of the way to the end without stopping. The reset knob has an indexing window with the numbers 0, 1, 2 and 3. This allows you to keep track of the number of pictures that you have taken. For example, on a 36 exposure roll of 35mm film, if you remember to turn the index lever to the next number after every 10th exposure, you would have a 3 index and a 6 film counter number for the 36th exposure.



The button above the shutter release is a shutter release-locking switch, red indicates the shutter is not locked.



On the upper left side of the camera is the camera back release button. The button unscrews several turns and then pushes in to release the camera back. To prevent accidental door opening, it is recommended that the button be turned all of the way in.



Shutter is a Metax, B, and 1-400 speed with self-timer and X flash synch. The focus lever (which operates similar to the Minolta Autocords) has a depth of field indicator built into it. The lens is a Meopta Belar 80/3.5f, single coated, four element, three group tessar design. The lens coating is very soft and can be easily removed with ammonia based lens cleaners. F stops are from 3.5f to 22f, film wind is by knob with automatic setting of the shutter. Filters are a Meopta special bayonet 30 size, the bayonets have only two lugs as opposed to the more common Rollei and Yashica bayonets with 3 lugs. The film chamber is baffled, and like the Minolta Autocord cameras, the camera can be loaded with film while mounted on a tripod. The backside of the camera has a filter compensation guide.



Right side view of the camera. The ground glass is marked with superslide (4x4) and 35mm picture sizes. The ground glass does not have a fresnel screen, so the view is not as bright as the Yashicas and Autocords, but the view is brighter than the early Rollies. Waist level finder has an action finder for 120 and 35mm formats.
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FLEXARET AUTOMAT VIIa - Ebgy 

The picture shows the masks and inserts required to accomplish the multiformating. The upper mask is the 6x4.5 mask. This mask goes into the film chamber ...
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FLEXARET AUTOMAT Vl - UserManual.wiki 

depressed (and held) while the film spool knob on the lower left of the camera is turned clockwise to rewind the film back into the 35mm cartridge.
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FLEXARET Va - Ebgy 

so that the film wind knob release button when pushed will cause the spool to rotate) required to accommodate 35mm film. The insert goes into the film chamber.
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Untitled - Ebgy 

110mm and 150mrn lenses), match a green dot on the ring with the Alignment Dot (26). The white and green dot positions have click-stops. For a convenience in ...
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Super Slide Mask to deterring the exact for That. 1, Rhow the firer frt the camera, place the Super Slide Mask on the focusing screen and replace the finder.
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Manuel Durst M301 - Ebgy 

BoÃ®te a lumiÃ¨re. 2.3.6. Porte-nÃ©gatif. 2.0.0. Montage. 6.0.0. Le SystÃ¨me Couleur Durst. 6.1.0. TÃªte couleur Durst CLS 35. 6.2.0. Transformateur pour tÃªte couleur.
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Untitled - Ebgy 

lurge its runge pf utilization and make its coperation simply gutomatic, the FLEWARET ... following stop numbers : 3.5 = 4 = 5.6 = B = 11 â€“ 16 = 22. These stop ...
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For counting the exposures made on a 35-mm cine film the camera ... The auxiliary counter must always be set by hand to the respective ten, the total number ..... After having exposed the last shot distinct resistance will be felt when turning the ..
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Untitled - Ebgy 

For correct transfer of colours on to orthe-material. For photographing landscapes, Inow and clouds. G. 3 yellow-dark. (orange). For photographing hery horizons ...
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80mm F4N - Ebgy 

(Photo. q ). 2.Press down on the magnification selector button 0, rotate the magnifi- cation selector ring locksat the proper position automatically. *When aligning ...
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without vignetting. Detaching the film insert. 1. Open the back cover of the holder. Press the back cover button (B) whilst lowering the back cover lock release.
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vi 

Dear Sirs,. Re: Recordai of change of address LES LABORATOIRES SERVIER, a societe anonyme to. 22, rue Gamier, NEUILLY-SUR-SEINE, 92200 France in ...
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inside of the light bulb may accumulate ... Fully push the negative carrier -- Without the DANOLI cold cathode light source .... sensitive to all colours and would be.
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mecablitz 45 cl-4 - Ebgy 

Optimal adaptation to your camera is achieved by using an SCA adapter. ... battery charge ... Convenient calculator dial for all settings. ..... Weight: Flashgun without power sources: approx. 680 g. Table 1: Guide numbers at maximum light ...
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4 Lens j - Ebgy 

Features. This soft focus lens is of the highest quality and uses a unique mechamsm for controlling the degree of softness and focusing. Designed especially to ...Missing:
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annexe vi 

Un organisme de bienfaisance doit conserver ses registres comptables selon les modalités suivantes : • Les copies de reçus officiels de dons (autres que les ...
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VI, VII 

List of Works. (Clockwise from Left). David Lieske, FantÃ´me Mains Sur 1, 2015, Laser print on magazine page, 30.5 x 23.5 cm. David Lieske, FantÃ´me Mains Sur ...
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Annexe VI 

La durÃ©e totale du stage est apprÃ©ciÃ©e en tenant compte de la prÃ©sence effective de la ou du stagiaire dans l'organisme, sous rÃ©serve des droits Ã  congÃ©s et ...
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minitor vi - Motorola Solutions 

Stored Message Management . . 34. Cleaning Your Pager . ... damage to the transportation company immediately. ..... Motorola authorized paging system dealer.
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Chapter VI - Secret Changes 

stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted in any form or by any means ..... development of aerial transportation, instead of competing with J.J.. Hill and others ...... scramble for power over other men; but when we come into the cre- ative mind .
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CONFINTEA VI - unesdoc - Unesco 

4 dÃ©c. 2009 - proposer des opportunitÃ©s d'apprentissage de bonne qualitÃ© tout au ...... La dichotomie artificielle entre alphabÃ©tisme et analphabÃ©tisme a ...... un journal intime. ..... par satellite et a travaillÃ© avec le Massachusetts. Instit
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Liasse fiscale REEL VI 

Renvois : (1) Dont droit au bail : NÃ©ant *. CR. NÂ° 2050- SD. â€“ (SDNC-DGFiP) - Octobre 2017. â‘ . REEL VI. 4 8 5 0 5 7 3 6 8. 59139 NOYELLES LES SECLIN. 1 2.
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VI Help Sheet 01 

Edit lename. Edit last version of lename after crash. Edit lename at line n. Edit lename at end of file. Edit lename at first occurance of str. Overwrite many ...
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